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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this article is to highlight the aspects of application of Fast Track Solution SAP Business One Model to the business curriculum of a university study programme. With the SAP Business One, students gain knowledge and understanding on how different areas of business interact and integrate and how information technology-based infrastructure simplify business operations. In addition, this research article introduces and identifies the SAP Business One modules that can be applied to the present business curriculums of university studies, which leads to a blended learning approach when education addresses the needs of industry. Blended learning, as a learning approach that applies the SAP Business One modules, complements the skills required by industries thus fostering the industry-based learning approach. Theoretical knowledge and hands-on experience will make business students gain competitive advantage and competency in innovativeness.
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Introduction
In general, innovation is recognised as a key factor in economic competitiveness of the modern society, whereas in Lithuania and Latvia in particular. The important role of higher education in promoting more innovative attitudes and behaviours now is widely discussed. Therefore, it is very important for Lithuania and Latvia, which are currently moving towards the innovation-driven society model and are seeking to rearrange their educational systems. According to Lisbon strategy for growth and employment, universities need to stimulate the entrepreneurial mindsets of young people, encourage innovative business start-ups,
and foster a culture that is friendlier to entrepreneurship. Consequently, higher education in Lithuania and Latvia is confronted with demands to adapt learning environments and teaching practices to foster students’ creativity, innovative skills and entrepreneurship.

The tendency stressed by comparative research data (Entrepreneurship in Latvia and other Baltic Countries, 2013; Entrepreneurship in Education in Baltic Sea Region, 2015) is that Lithuania’s and Latvia’s universities and higher education system on the whole should take steps toward changing their classic role, which was merely producing knowledge, towards entrepreneurship universities, which produce knowledge, create ideas and also transfer them into action in alignment with local, regional and international economic development. Hence the question arises: how these skills can be developed through education? The knowledge about this is limited due to lack of methodical approaches. This puts emphasis on university teachers to rethink and improve approaches to learning and innovate teaching pedagogy for to enhance students’ skills and abilities towards productive, active and applied learning.

One of the approaches that fosters students’ employability and entrepreneurship skills is industry-based learning. In order to fulfil the increasingly competitive job market, universities have to prepare and equip their graduates with necessary skills and practical working knowledge. Industrial oriented methodology is an approach to learning from an industry perspective. Technology is directly linked to industry and has a profound impact on education and the learning process. It is expected that the integration of university teaching-learning approaches and technology as well as new forms of augment reality will transform the way students learn. Training and educational programs will gain the blended format, which combines traditional face-to-face learning with new forms of technology assisted learning (Iniguez, 2016).

This paper has been prepared within the project Hochschulkooperation “Energy Efficiency in Southern Africa” supported by Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung in Germany, that was specifically aimed at developing a theoretically grounded model of digitalisation of university study programmes. The current study aims to assess the applicability of the Fast Track Solution SAP Business One Model to the business curriculum of a university based on the example of Hochschule Wismar experience in digitalisation of study modules. Also, the authors aim to implement the received results in the universities of Lithuania and Latvia. SAP Business One is business management software (enterprise resource planning) designed for small and medium size enterprises, and covers different areas of business which include:

(a) Accounting and Finance;
(b) Sales and Customer Relationship Management;
(c) Purchasing and Operations;
(d) Inventory and Distributions;
(e) Reporting and Administration.

With SAP Business One, students gain knowledge and understanding on how different areas of business interact and integrate and how information technology-based infrastructure simplify business operations. The integration and synchronization of different areas of business is made possible by the enterprise resource planning environment that maximizes company resources by addressing bottlenecks in the operations.

In addition, this research article introduces and identifies the applicable SAP Business One modules to the present business curriculum of university studies. It leads to a blended learning approach characterised by reinventing education that seeks to address the needs of industry. Blended learning as a learning approach that applies the SAP Business One modules complements the skills required by industries. Theoretical knowledge and hands-on experience make business students gain competitive advantage and competency in innovativeness.

In research, a case study has been applied as “case studies […] are generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to populations or universes. In doing a case study, researcher’s goal will be to generalize theories (analytical generalization) and not to enumerate frequencies (statistical generalization)” (Yin, 2003: 10). The case study research is a qualitative research design (Kohlbacher, 2005). Moreover, an exploratory type of the case study research has been employed in this empirical study (Zainal, 2007), because case studies
have an important function in generating new research questions, hypotheses and building theory (Kohl-
bach, 2005). Exploratory case studies are set to explore any phenomenon in the data, which serves as a
point of interest to the researcher (Zainal, 2007). The exploratory methodology proceeds from exploration
in Phase 1 through analysis in Phase 2 to hypothesis/research question development in Phase 3 (Ahrens,

The empirical study was carried out at Hochschule Wismar in Germany, in March 2017. The relevant
information of the Wismar Hochschule business curriculum adopting blended learning curriculum was used
as the raw data in the study.

Furthermore, in this research study, the interpretive paradigm was used. The interpretive paradigm aims
to understand other cultures, from the inside through the use of ethnographic methods such as informal in-
terviewing and participant observation, and establishment of ethically sound relationships. The interpretative
paradigm is characterised by the researcher’s practical interest in the research question (Cohen, Manion,
Morrison, 2003). The researcher is the interpreter.

1. Blended learning as an industry-based teaching-learning approach

Traditional classroom practices call for instructor-led unidirectional learning where today’s generation
students may find it unproductive, thus losing their interest in rendering their skills undeveloped. This im-
plies the necessity for university teachers to reconsider and advance approaches to learning and innovate
teaching pedagogy so that to enhance students’ skills and abilities towards productive, active and applied
learning.

Technology has and will continue to have a profound impact on education and the learning process. It is
expected that the symbiosis between higher education didactics and technology, the Internet, and new forms
of augment reality, will transform the way students learn. The role of university teachers is already experienc-
ing a significant transformation. In addition, training and educational programs, particularly with the blen-
ded format, which combine traditional face-to-face learning with new forms of technology assisted learning
may contribute to expansion of personal and professional roles of university teachers (Iniguez, 2016).

Blended learning is a term increasingly used to describe the way e-learning is being combined with tra-
ditional classroom methods and independent study to create a new, hybrid teaching methodology. Blended
learning mixes various types of event-based activities, including face-to-face classrooms, live e-learning,
and self-paced learning. This often is a mix of traditional instructor-led training, synchronous online confe-
rence or training, asynchronous self-paced study, and structured on-the-job training from an experienced
worker or mentor. Blended learning improves students’ learning experience by developing their capacity for
reflection (Cooner, 2010). Students often view very positively courses in which IC technologies are integra-
ted (Huon et al., 2007). Therefore, the use of different teaching-learning methods enables students to acquire
a deeper understanding of the subject and promotes positive perceptions of the teaching methods. Moreover,
ICT help to clarify goals and rules in the learning process, as well as provide students with a higher level
of independence in the learning process (Ginns et al., 2007). Students may consider these extra resources
or activities not only as additional or external to the principal activity, but also as elements that assist in the
construction of academic understanding (Orton-Johnson, 2009). In the scope of didactics, blended learning
may be considered as a subjective measure of students’ outcomes, in other cases, it may also influence the
final marks received.

Therefore, blended learning represents a much greater change in basic technique than simply adding
computers to classrooms; it represents, in many cases, a fundamental change in the way teachers and
students approach the learning experience. This vision is made through by a higher educational institution,
which provides innovative learning processes that are responsive to the needs of society. The crucial role of
science and technology in enhancing productivity, increasing economic growth and expanding employment
has been recognised. There is a need to develop new knowledge and bring the products of new knowledge
to the market. Higher education can contribute immensely in this aspect. The linkages between academic
activities and the development of science and technology have been emphasized by researchers (Rychen, Salganik, 2009).

One of the well-recognized application software in industry is the SAP. It is an acronym for Systemanalyse und Programmentwicklung. It was founded in 1972 by five former IBM engineers in Mannheim Baden-Wurttemberg in Germany. Its acronym was later changed to mean Systeme, Anwendungen und Produkte in der Datenverarbeitung (System Applications and Products in Data Processing).

SAP is one of the industry players that satisfies companies’ requirements of having an integrated software operating on a real-time environment that is more commonly known as enterprise resource planning (ERP). The enterprise resource planning software integrates various functions of a business (inventory and order management; accounting; human resources; customer relationship management) into a one and complete system to streamline processes and information across the entire organization through a shared database. Through this, it offers some degree of synchronized reporting and automation.

SAP Business One is an integrated software that provides a real-time view and manages key business areas such as (a) Accounting and Finance; (b) Sales and Customer Management; (c) Purchasing and Operations; (d) Inventory and Distributions, and (e) Reporting and Distributions. In a report on top software vendors, SAP led the pack with 6% market share and $5.3B in ERP product revenues, riding on a 23% jump in license, maintenance and subscription revenues (Pang, 2016).

The integration discussed above describes the formula where enterprise resource planning operates, that is: ERP = MRP + FAM + SCM + CRM. Materials Requirement Planning (MRP); Financial and Accounting Management (FAM); Supply Chain Management (CHM) and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) are the different modules of SAP Business One enterprise resource planning. The main thrust of materials requirement planning is the availability of inventory whether raw materials (for production) or finished goods (for sales) in order to avoid shortages and stock out cost. Financial and accounting management addresses the need for proper and fairness of the client financial statements, which is critical for one business. Supply chain management is the oversight of materials, information and finances as they move in such a process: from supplier to manufacturer – to wholesaler – to retailer – to consumer. Supply chain management involves coordinating and integrating these flows within and among companies.

Customer relationship management is a term that refers to practices, strategies and technologies that companies use to manage and analyse customer interactions and data throughout the customer life cycle with the goal to improve business relationships with customers, assisting in customer retention and driving the sales growth.

Due to rapid changes and development, aside from the above mentioned, vendors (providers) provide a variety of packages (modules / solutions) that are mixed and matched according to the needs of companies. The key to these large databases and an integrated enterprise resource planning system is to develop interfaces that will allow file access to these databases (Heizer, 2006).

2. Hochschule Wismar (HSW) Business Administration courses and their curriculum

Curriculum is identified to be a central, organizing stance (Portelli, Vilbert, 2002: 39) in the educational process. The Business Administration curriculum is designed to produce graduates that are familiar with business operations and equip them with critical decision-making skills in strategic and executive work necessary for competing in the ever-changing world of global business. The program empowers students with a basic and clear understanding of the functions of every division in a company be it in marketing, finance, operations, human resources and office management. Training in this program emphasises leadership skills and thus prepares students for managerial and supervisory positions.

As reflected in Figure 1, the Business Administration program of Hochschule Wismar is an interdiscipli-
by graduates to successfully serve as leaders in business organizations. The program also addresses contemporary organizational issues such as global competition, continuous quality improvement, good governance and the relationship between organizations and various environmental forces which are key components of the global economy.

This program includes certain levels with their corresponding course descriptions that include the following:

- General Education Courses – these are foundation courses mainly on liberal arts and sciences.
- Basic Business Courses – these are preparation courses in business that include courses on management, accounting, finance and statistics.
- Business Education Courses – these are the core courses in business clustered according to functional areas of business and management.
- Professional Courses – these are electives that include specialization courses on the basis of integration of central management courses.

Wismar Hochschule in addressing the needs of graduates and demands of the industrial sector has collaborated with Fast Track Solutions through its SAP Business One Academy. This segment specifically serves the needs of higher educational institutions. One of the objectives of the integration of the SAP Business One module into business programmes is to equip students with knowledge and skills in enterprise management and resource planning.

3. SAP Business One: blended learning

Based on the assessment made, the study conducted within the PEESA II project yielded a positive result such as the different modules of SAP Business One Enterprise Resource Planning matched with the Business Administration curriculum of Hochschule Wismar. The results of the study are presented in Table 1.

As it was observed, the Business Administration curriculum of Hochschule Wismar, is designed in accordance with the minimum requirements of the Commission of Higher Education that was created seeking to improve industry based competencies. As shown in Figure 2, implementation of blended learning through the integration of enterprise resource planning using the SAP Business One (which is enjoying a good market share) complements to the achievement of its objective to produce good, qualified and competent graduates.

To support the graduates of Hochschule Wismar with skills and competencies in handling SAP, a certificate of course completion is issued by Fast Track Solutions as the evidence of the graduate competencies.
In addition, graduates who have been already engaged in SAP may decide to study and develop their skills further as they may attend different trainings and the certificate examinations, as well as build a career in Information Technology or act as consultants in the field.

Currently, within the PEESA II project, new models of the integration of blended learning into the business curriculum of the Lithuanian and Latvian universities’ business study programmes have been elaborated (Zascerinska et al., 2016).

**Conclusions**

The theoretical findings of the present research allow concluding that the industry-based higher education institution partnership will serve as a solution in identifying and filling in the gap between the products of higher education institutions and the needs of industry. Therefore, an innovative learning approach enables to make a perfect and suitable curriculum design enhanced by industry based technologies.

Based on a holistic view, this paper has proposed a model for effective implementation of SAP R/3. The core elements of the model, their expected roles and contributions, the overall integrated aspects which together can result in optimum impact on performance outcomes, have all been scrutinised.

The research question has been formulated as: What is the efficiency of the Business Administration program of Hochschule Wismar in Germany?
Validity and reliability of the research results have been provided by involving other researchers into several stages of the conducted research (Ahrens, Zaščerinska, 2017). External validity has been revealed by the international co-operation as follows:

- The research preparation has included individual interdisciplinary consultations given by other researchers;
- The present contribution has been worked out in co-operation with international colleagues and assessed by international colleagues;
- The research has been partly presented at international conferences.

However, the present research has limitations. The inter-connections between students’ innovative competence, university studies, blended learning and industry-based technologies’ learning resources have been set. Another limitation is the empirical study based on one case only, namely Hochschule Wismar in Wismar, Germany. Therefore, the results of the study cannot be representative for the whole area. Nevertheless, the results of the research, namely parallel applications of the SAP Business One Environment Modules for HSW Business Curriculum, may be used as a basis for the analysis of burstiness in the e-business process. If the results of other cases had been available for analysis, different results could have been attained. Thus, there is a possibility to continue the study.

Investigation on further functions of the SAP Business One Environment Modules in university studies are the focus of future research. Further research tends to search for application of the SAP Business One Environment Modules in the curriculum of other higher education institutions, particularly in Lithuania and

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of ERP using SAP systems technology

*Source:* authors
Latvia. Empirical studies on application of SAP Business One Environment Modules for HSW Business Curriculum are to be implemented. The authors proposed relevant methods, tools and techniques for the analysis of application of SAP Business One Environment Modules for HSW Business Curriculum. Also, a comparative research analysis on the application of SAP Business One Environment Modules for HSW Business Curriculum could be carried out in the future.
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Santrauka


„Pirmenybinio sprendinio Verslo valdymo kompiuterių programa“ yra integruota programinė įranga, aprūpinta šias pagrindines verslo sritis: a) apskaita ir finansai; b) pardavimai ir klientų valdymas; c) pirkimai ir operacijos; d) inventorizacija ir paskirstymas; e) ataskaitų teikimas ir paskirstymas. Šie informacinės technologijos pagrįsti mokymo tikslai pasirinkti kaip geriausiai atitinkant verslo ir gamybos sektoriaus poreikius (Pang, 2016).

Taikydami „Verslo valdymo kompiuterių programa“ modelį mokymosi procese studentai įgyja žinių ir supratiną apie tai, kaip sąveikauja ir integruojasi įvairios verslo sritys, o informacinių technologijų infrastruktūra supaprastina verslo operacijas. Be to, šiame straipsnyje pristatomi „Verslo valdymo kompiuterių

Tyrime taikytą aprašomoji interpretacinė metodologija. Wismaro universitete atliktas eksperimentas ir surinkti empiriniai duomenys apie „Verslo valdymo kompiuterių programa“ modulių integruimą į verslo vadybos studijų programos turinį leido formuliuoti rekomendacijas kitų šalių universitetams (taip pat Lietuvos ir Latvijos), kaip optimizuoti verslo vadybos studijų programas integruojant naujausias informacines technologijas.

PAGRINDINIAI ŽODŽIAI: Pirmenybinio sprendinio Verslo valdymo kompiuterių programa, verslo ir vadybos studijų programų ugdymo turinys, į verslo ir gamybos poreikius nukreiptas mokymasis, mišrus mokymasis.
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